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ABSTRACT

The present report is a summary of the NKA/LIT-1•project per-
formed for the period 1981-1985. The report summarizes work on
human error influence in test and calibration activities in
nuclear power plants, reviews problems regarding optimization
of test intervals, organization of test and maintenance acti-
vities, and the analysis of human error contribution to the
overall risk in test and maintenance tasks.
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This report is part of the safety programme sponsored by NKA,
the Nordic Liason Committee for Atomic Energy, 1981-85. The
project has been financed by the Nordic Council of Ministers
and the participating national institutions and regulatory
bodies.
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PREFACE

The safety of nuclear power, as for other complicated industrial
processes, depends on an accurate and timely execution of tasks
during the operation. There is, however, always the possibility
that human errors either directly or indirectly initiate an un-
wanted course of events. The general aim is then to decrease the
probability of human errors and to increase the probability of
their detection. This is in principle made possible by a careful
task design and by giving the human operator an appropriate
training. This means in practice that one should consider the
tools of the operator, the organization he is working in, and
the training he is given. All these aspects have been addressed
in the Nordic LIT-research programme over the period 1981 to
1985.

The Nordic LIT-research programme has concentrated on:

- human errors in test and maintenance (LIT-1)

safety oriented organizations and human reliability
(LIT-2)

computer aided design of control rooms and plant
automation (LIT-3.1)

computer aided operation and experimental validation
(LIT-3.2 and LIT-3.3)

- planning and evaluation of operator training (LIT-4)

These fields of research were selected from the experience of
an earlier phase of the Nordic cooperation (cf. the reference
Wahlstrom, Rasmussen, 1983).



The Nordic LIT-research progranune involved a total effort of
about 40 personyears of qualified researchers in Denmark, Fin-
land, Norway and Sweden. The research progranune has been finan-
ced partly by projeet funds from the Nordic Council of Ministers
and partly by funds from the different participating organiza-
tions. The LIT-research programme was initiated by the Nordic
Liaison Committee for Atomic Energy (NKA) as a part of the Nor-
dic cooperation in the field of safety in the ehergy production
field. The following organizations have been financing and have
also been directly involved in the LIT-research progranune:

Risø National Laboratory, Roskilde, Denmark

Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT), Espoo,
Finland

Institute for Energy Technology (IFE), Kalden, Norway

Swedish Nuclear Power Inspectorate (SKI), Stockholm,
Sweden

Swedish State Power Board, Vallingby, Sweden

The LIT programme is reported in the following final reports:

- The human component in the safety of complex Systems;
LIT progranune summary report, NKA/LIT(85)1

Human errors in test and maintenance of nuclear power
plants - Nordic Project work; LIT-1 final report,
NKA/LIT(85)2

Organizations for safety; LIT-2 final report,
NKA/LIT(85)3

The design process and the use of computerized tools
in control room design; LIT-3.1 final report,
NKA/LIT(85)4
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Computer Aided Operation of Complex Systems; LIT-3.2 &
3.3 final report, NKA/LIT(85)5

Training in diagnostic skiils for nuclear power plants;
LIT-4 final report, NKA/LIT(85)6

Reference

Wahlstrom, B. and Rasmussen, J. (1983): Nordic Cooperation in
the Field of Human Factors in Nuclear Power Plants. Conf. on
Nuclear Power Experience, IAEA Vienna, 1983, IAEA-CN-42/247,
pp 281-290.
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Summary

The development and operation of advanced large scale energy production
systems raise high demands for plant reliability, to ensure human safety
and to protect the environment. In addition loss of production from plant
failure can cause heavy economic penalties.

To reduce these risks, parallel and mutually independent (redundant)
technical systems åre used where malfunctions would be especially hazar-
dous.

The protection offered by redundant systems can be threatened by so-
called common cause failures, CCF, whereby a single class of fault may
cause malfunctions in several redundant systems which may for instance
contain components with similar weakness. A common error in test and
maintenance procedures of several redundant systems could also affect the
overall safety.

The NKA/LIT-1 project has focussed om human errors during test and
maintenance of redundant safety systems in nuclear power plants. Such
work is carried out at regular intervals, and the optimum time between
tests can be calculated with a balance being struck between risks and
costs. One factor is that the testing itself may increase the risk, both
because the tested system will be inoperable during the test, and because
the test itself may introduce errors. Models for the calculation of optimum
test intervals therefore have to include assumptions on the way in which
the tests åre carried out.

In the project these assumptions were compared with actual experience of
such tests in some nuclear power stations. This found that the assumptions
in the models often do not correspond to actual test practice. The present
models åre then inadequate for a proper optimization of the frequency of
tests. The project also identified a number of other factors to be taken into
consideration.

To calculate test intervals information is needed on the expected fre-
quency of malfunction of components. An existing database (the ATV
database) contains data on detected malfunctions from Swedish nuclear
stations and the TVO plants in Finland. Most of this data comes from the
maintenance records at the plants, but more complete information is
necessary before it can be used. For instance information on how the tests
were performed and the ways in which malfunctions were detected is
required; improvements in collecting this data åre considered and informa-
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tion on human errors that were committed in carrying out the tests should
also be included.

Since human errors åre liable to occur during maintenance activities, an
analytical attempt was made to identify those parts of the process in which
the risk for human error is highest. Reported errors in Nordic and Ameri-
can nuclear power plants were used to develop a search strategy for
finding error-prone maintenance tasks. This search strategy was found to
be useful both for evaluating existing procedures for test and calibration
activities, and for designing new ones.

Using this method test procedures could be improved either by removing
causes of human error, or by increasing their probability of detection at an
later stage of the test procedure. In cases where modification of test
procedures turns out to be impracticable the introduction of independent
checking routines could be a solution. Such an approach would be part of
the overall risk management concept of the entire plant, to be performed at
the organizational level.

The use of the search strategy is rather laborious and time consuming. Its
application should therefore be limited to activities of vital importance to
safety. Safety analysis reports could be a basis for defining such vital
activities. The general principles of the search strategy åre, however,
applicable to the evaluation of all kinds oftest and maintenance activities.

As a part in a larger project on diesel generators, the LIT-1 project studied
human errors in test and maintenance. An important result was that the
origin of human errors can be found at three different levels: the organiza-
tional, the task, and the performance level. In the project it was demon-
strated that many errors that appeared at the performance level could be
attributed to human errors committed in course of the planning phase at
the organizational level. Efficient systems for information exchange and
feed-back of operation experiences could be valuable tools for the gradual
elimination of such errors.

Although the LIT-1 project was directed to a study of nuclear power
plants, the results have a wider application to all advanced technical
systems with high demands for safe operation, or where economy is
closely dependent on plant availability.
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Sammanfattning

Utvecklandet och driften av avancerade energiproduktionssystem ståller
stora krav på såkerheten av hånsyn till personal och omgivningen. Hårtill
kommer den ekonomiska risken vid oonskade stillestånd.

For att reducera riskerna har man infort olika typer av parallella men
omsesidigt oavhångiga (redundanta) system, framfor allt på de stållen som
har betydelse for såkerheten.

Ett hot mot att redundansen fungerar på avsett sått år så kallade "fel med
gemensam orsak" (common cause failure, CCF), dvs. att ett och samma
fel inverkar på de olika redundanta kretsarna. Orsaken till CCF kan vara
att tillverkningsbrister fmns i likartade komponenter. En annan orsak kan
vara månskligt felhandlande i samband med service och underhall.

Inom detta projekt NKA/LIT-1 har frågor rorande månskligt felhandlande
i samband med service och underhall studerats.

Teoretiskt bor det vara mojligt att optimera tidsperioden mellan två tester.
Vid beståmning av testintervallet maste man emellertid gora avvågning
mellan såkerhet och kostnader. Genomforandet av testen innebår i sig en
okad risk genom att det testade systemet ofta blir otillgångligt under testet.
Dessutom kan sjålva testet introducera fel i systemet.

For beråkning av testintervall anvånds modeller och inom projektet stu-
derades dessa modeller och jåmfordes med det praktiska genomforandet
av testerna. Det visar sig att de idag existerande modellerna inte alltid
stammer overens med det sått som testerna i verkligheten utfors på. Dårfor
år dessa modeller ofta otillråckliga som basis for optimering,men de fakto-
rer som har betydelse och bor inkluderas har identifierats inom projektet.

For att beståmma testintervall behovs åven erfarenhetsdata rorande kom-
ponentens forvåntade felupptrådande. Den idag existerande feldatabasen
for svenska kårnkraftverk och TVO-reaktorerna i Finland (ATV-databa-
sen) innehåller uppgifter om upptåckta fel hos olika typer av komponenter,
i regel håmtade från verkens underhållsdatabaser. Emellertid behovs ytter-
ligare uppgifter for att databasen skall vara anvåndbar for optimering av
testintervaller, t. ex. anvånd testmetod och på vilket sått fel upptåcks. I
projektet redogors for hur man i framtiden bor insamla erfarenhetsdata
mer anpassade for denna målsåttning. Denna insamling bor också omfatta
uppgifter om de månskliga fel som konstateras i samband med testerna.
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Månskliga fel forekommer givetvis åven vid underhall. Genom att analyse-
rå underhållsaktiviteten forsoker man identifiera var i processen risken for
felhandlande år storst. En analys av verkliga fel som uppkommit vid
underhall i nordiska och amerikanska kårnkraftverk har anvånts som un-
derlag for en inom projektet utvecklad strategi for hur sådana felkållor
skall sokas (sokstrategi). Denna strategi kan anvåndas for existerande men
också for upplåggning av nya test- och kalibreringsaktiviteter. Eliminering
av vissa felkållor kan ske genom modifiering av testrutinen så att fel som
åndå introduceras kommer att upptåckas genom att en efterfoljande åtgård
avslojar felet. Om en sådan omlåggning av testrutinerna inte kan leda till
detta resultat, kan man istållet tå hånd om mqjliga uppkommande fel
genom att infora ytterligare oavhångiga kontroller. Sådana åtgårder utgor
då en del av hela anlåggningens riskbegrånsande administration ("risk
management").

Anvåndning av den beskrivna sokstrategin fordrar relativt stora arbetsin-
satser. Arbetet bor dårfor koncentreras till sådana aktiviteter som har vital
betydelse for såkerheten. Som underlag for prioriteringar bor resultaten
från genomforda såkerhetsanalyser kunna anvåndas. Den allmånna kvali-
tativa grundfilosofin i sokstrategin kan dock utnyttjas for att analysera alla
typer av test- och underhållsaktiviteter.

LIT-1 projektet var åven involverat i ett storre projekt, rorande dieselge-
neratorer, for att studera månskligt felhandlande i samband med service
och underhall. Vid genomforandet av undersokningen antogs att orsaken
till månskligt felhandlande kan sokas på tre olika nivåer: Organisations-
nivå, Uppgiftsnivå samt Utforandenivå. Inom projektet konstaterades att
många fel som manifesterar sig vid utforandet av underhållsverksamheter
ursprungligen hårror från misstag gjorda i planeringsfasen på en annan nivå
inom organisationen. System for informationsformedling och erfarenhets-
återforing år vårdefulla hjålpmedel for att stegvis eliminera sådana fel.

Åven om den tekniska bakgrunden for LIT-1 projektet har varit kårnkraft-
verk så år det utforda arbetet anvåndbart vid andra typer av avancerade
tekniska system med såkerhetskrav eller dår ekonomiska risker år av
betydelse.
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l INTRODUCTION

Within the previous NKA projeet NKA/KRU
(1977-80) (NKA/KRU-(81)11), human relability was
identified as an important factor contributing
to the overall level of risk in nuclear power
operation. The domain of test and maintenance
was found to be particularly vulnerable because
the plant designers primarily had designed the
safety system to cope with human errors in
normal plant operation and not for human errors
in the test and maintenance of the safety
systems themselves. This was the reason to
devote one NKA project, NKA/LIT-1, entirely to
human reliability in the test and maintenance of
nuclear power plants.

Within the NKA/LIT-1 project two topics have
been studied by the participating organizations.
These åre

the possibilities to optimize the
length of test intervals on the basis
of existing systems for collecting
information about operation experience
and present models for calculating
optimal intervals

the possibilities of coping with human
errors:

1. by developing and applying new
search strategies for their pre-identi-
fication and elimination, to be applied
during the design of a human task and
in a pre-construction risk analysis



2. by controlling their effects when
they occur in pracice, by risk
management employing post-incident
analysis as a means of feedback from
operational experience.



2 ACTIVITIES

The focus of the first part of the projeet
period was on developing principles for
data collection and on preparing descriptions
for subsequent use in the project. Studies in
the later part was mainly aiming for test and
analysis of principles for human error analysis
and control.

The following studies have been performed and
the results reported separately:

Actitivites providing common basic information
on the performance of test and calibration:

description of ten sample cases of
human errors during test and calibra-
tion (NKA/LIT-1(83)406).

description of the organization and
performance of test and calibration
activities in some nuclear power plants
(NKA/LIT-1(82)404).

a comparative analysis of the organisa-
tion and performance of test and
calibration activities in boiling water
reactors in Sweden and Finland
(WahlstrSm B, 1983).

an analysis of human errors during test
and maintenance on dieselgenerators
(NKA/LIT-1(83)212, Mankamo, T &
Pulkinnen U, 1982).



Activities involved in test-interval optimiza-
tion.

a trial development of a database for
the optimization of test intervals

an assessment of the basis for the
choice of test intervals in some
nuclear power plants.

Activities involved in coping with human errors
by predictive and retrospective analysis.

preconditions were established for the
treatment of human errors, particularly
for the development of search strategies,
and typical search strategies were
proposed

ten sample cases were studied in order
to evaluate the preconditions and in
order to get indications of the applica-
bility of the search strategies
proposed

a trial application of one search
strategy was performed

guides for a search strategy and for
post-incident analysis were written.



3 PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

3.1 Optimizing test intervals in nuclear
_______power plants_____________________

3.-L-L _ _Background

In nuclear power operation there åre high
demands on safety. For that reason the plants
have a large number of standby safety systems
which åre not used in normal operation but
should be ready to operate on demand in case of
disturbancies or emergencies.

Because most of these systems åre never used in
normal operation their function have to be
tested with regular intervals. Malfunctions in
the standby systems can develop both as a
function of time and be caused be human errors
during preventive maintenance.

Frequency_ of_tes;ting

There is a number of drawbacks from the testing
itself which makes it neccessary to optimize the
test intervals against the achievements in terms
of lower risks. The most obvious drawbacks åre
that

some tests can not be carried out
without a loss of production

frequent testing requires more man-hours
to be spent

The attitude towards these drawbacks has been to
keep the risk as low as has been considered
affordable. If there has been any sign of



decreased reliability in the system functions
there has always been room for an increase in
the frequency of testing. The question of
the optimum test interval is however not only a
matter of risks and costs. There åre a number of
other factors which indicate that test intervals
may not be reduced at random:

The standby safety systems sometimes
become unavailable during the tests.
Too frequent tests may for that reason
lead to an increased level of risk.

The tests could accidently be carried
out on redundant systems and make them
unavailable at the same time.

The tests may cause damage on systems
and components and in that way increase
both risks and costs.

The tests may introduce common mode
failures in redundant safety systems.

Unreliable tests may lead to unnecessary
repairs which in turn increase both
risks and costs.

Some tests involve physical risks for
the personnel.

Frequent tests and subsequent repairs
increase the possibility for introduc-
ing human errors.

Taken together all the factors mentioned above
have made it reasonable to seriously reevaluate



the belief that frequent tests and shorter test
intervals lead to a decrease in the total level
of risk.

Pri:nc:ip_les_:f:or_choosd.nc[ tej3t_interval.s

Test intervals åre today determined by a combina-
tion of judgements from experienced people and
simple reliability models. Recent studies and
the accumulating experiences from present
practice have led to the conclusion that the
present practice will not automatically lead to
optimum test intervals.

This situation has been the starting point for
some LIT-1 studies. The objectives have been to
assess the usefulness of present databasis for
the faulty components, the validity of models
for test interval optimization, and in addition
to study the possibilities for improving present
databases and to use more sophisticated models
for optimizing test intervals.

3.1.2 Comparing assumptions and models with
atual

The most important requirements on models for
calculating optimal test-intervals åre that

1 the models åre sufficiently sophistica-
ted to incorporate all the important
aspects that determine the relation
between the length of the test interval
and the total level of risk, and that

2 the fundamental assumptions comply with
the reality that is modelled.



A study was therefore made where the presently
used model and a few more sophisticated models
were reviewed and evaluated in these respects
(NKA/LIT-1(83)405).

In the study a classification of factors
contributing to system unavailability was made.
The following important factors were identified:

the distribution of faults among
components

wear and tear on the components due to
many cold starts

faults on redundant systems due to a
common cause

faults caused by repair

omission to reset isolated systems
after repair

- systematic faults caused by human
errors like
a) using incorrect instructions
b) using incorrect test standards

the delay from the detection of a fault
to the start of repair

the duration of tests

the rate of detection of actual faults
during tests

the range of error modes that is
covered by the test methods



Three models were compared with the presently
used method for optimizing test intervals:
Vaurio's model, Apostolakis" model and the data
code Frantic II. In the study the optimization
of test intervals for residual heat cooling
system, the emergency core (spray) cooling
system and the containment cooling system were
analyzed with the different methods and the
assumptions were all compared to actual test
practice.

The major conclusions from the study were

For a given system different tests åre
used for testing different system
functions. In the present practice
sometimes only one kind of test is
performed on each system and only one
system function is therefore tested.
This practice differs from the
assumptions in all models which assume
that all system functions åre tested.

It is not sufficient to use time for
repair as a measure of unavailability
such as assumed in the models. A more
adequate measure would be the time from
the detection of a fault to the comple-
tion of the repairs. The delay from the
time when a fault is detected to the
start of repairs should be known.
Because there was a large variation in
this delay the variation in
unavailability was quite large too,
which is inconcistent with the
assumptions in the models.
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The models assume that the test is the
only possibility to detect faults and
that all faults åre detected during the
test. An analysis of fault reports show
that only 20% of the faults in the
studied systems were detected during
scheduled tests (Mankamo, T & Pulkkinen
U, 1982).

An overall conclusion seems to be that the
assumptions made in models for optimizing test
intervals have some severe inconsistencies with
test practices and thus must be reconciled
before valid calculations can be made.

A study (Mankamo T & Pulkinnen U, 1982) of the
reliability of diesel generators in Finnish and
Swedish nuclear power plants illustrates the
problem of test-methods and the optimal test
interval.

Simple start-up tests and full load tests were
compared. It is shown that frequent start-up
tests had negative effects because of the
building up of soot in the engine. Full load
tests with longer intervals were therefore
preferable. Longer test intervals with no starts
did however cause drying off of the oilfilm in
the engine. The latter effect could however be
compensated for by simply rotating the engine in
shorter intervals.

The combination of a long test interval and a
simple preventive maintenance action on a
shorter interval was a way to optimize the ava-
ilability of the system functions.
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Thus a combination of test methods and preventive
maintenance with the focus on system functions
may eventually lead to a (more) optimal test
p_ractic_e, where the length of the test interval
only is one aspect among many others to be
considered.

3.1.3 Assessing the usefulness of the present
data basis for the calculation of

_ _ _ _ _o£timal_test _inter_valj3 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The ATV-j;yj3tem

The ATV-system is a centralized system for
reporting faults in the nuclear power plants.
The system is administrated by the Swedish
Nuclear Power Inspectorate and all Swedish
nuclear power plants as well as the TVO owned
plants in Finland åre reporting to the system.

For reported faults the following information is
recorded in the database:

nuclear power unit
functional parts of the plant
type of system
time for detection
time for start of repair
time until the component is available
again
number of man hours used for the repair
how the fault was detected
type of function that was affected
consequences of the fault
type of fault
actions taken as response to the fault
cause
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description of the fault and actions
taken

The reliability and completeness of the system
have been assessed in two earlier studies. In
1980 coverage was between 60-80% and the relia-
bility of the coding system was about 50%
correct codings.

In the NKA/LIT projeet a comparison was made
(NKA/LIT-1(83)405) between the reported faults
for the main steam valves on the residual heat
cooling system, the emergency core cooling
(spray) system and the containment cooling
system.

Data from the ATV-system were collected from the
BWR-plants

- Ringhals l
Barseback l and 2
Oskarshamn l and 2

Because of the similarity between the plante
the effects of different test intervals could be
studied for fairly comparable conditions.

The number of reports were 387 in all. The
results showed some interesting but unfortunately
not clear-cut results.

One result was that the coding of faults caused
problems. Malfunctions in valves can for example
be that the valve is leaking, that it is stuck
open or stuck closed or that it can not be
closed or opened completely.
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This means that the definition of malfunctions
and their effects on safe functioning was
difficult. This result is important since it has
significance for the use of ATV-data in reliabil-
ity analysis.

Another important result was that only 20% of
all faults were detected during tests. This was
because the tests were made as valve manoeuvres
and therefore only could lead to the detection
of stuck valves. Leakages on the other hånd were
detected during tests performed during the
revision period.

A third result was the great variation found in
the duration of malfunctions, ranging from 2
days to 2 weeks even for faults hindering normal
system function.

Unfortunately the ATV-database was not adequate
for a comparative statistical analysis. Too many
factors influencing the statistical results made
it difficult to draw proper conclusions.

The results therefore supports the general
conclusion that optimal test intervals hardly
can be based on statistical analysis of data in
the present ATV-system. An improved database
must take into account the relationship between
the test method and the system function tested,
how the test practice effects the probability of
detecting faults and how that in turn affects
the duration of the unavailiability time.
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3.1.4 Development of a data base optimization
intervals

Because an adequate database is a neccessary
condition for the calculation of optimal test
intervals, an attempt was made to develop an
improved classification system based on ATV-
reports, incident reports and work permits
(NKA/LIT-1(83)407).

In this study a form was developed where the
following information could be found

the test method
the normal mode of operation (valves)
the description of the fault
the way the fault was detected
the classification of the fault
the number of tests required in the
Technical Safety Requirements (STF)
the number of activations initiated by
trip conditions

- the total number of activations

An attemp i was then made to analyze the reported
data according the this scheme. The results from
this posteriori analysis showed that it was
difficult to make reliable posteriori analyses
of reported faults.

An estimation of the test effectivness is for
exampel dependent on how an internal leakage is
coded in the test report.

A conclusion from the study was that systems and
components should be treated separately. In
addition it is necessary to consider
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the demand for perfect functioning of the
system, to which a faulty component belongs.

3^.1^.5^ _ _Recommendat_ioris

Although many of the studies mentioned were
limited in scope and despite the limited
statistical basis which was available some
fairly well founded conclusions and recommen-
dations can be made.

The first and perhaps most important is that the
present practice for calculating optimal test
intervals can be seriously questioned, mostly
because the assumptions behind the models for
calculating test intervals do not comply with
actual test practices. Since the present
Technical Safety Requirements (STF) is based on
these assumptions it seems to be an issue of
immediate concern.

The second conclusion is that the system for
reported faults does not contain sufficient and
reliable data for a valid reliability analysis.

It is recommended that a database is developed
that treats components and systems differently
so that the choice of test methods, and the
definition of test effectivness åre related to
the demands on the system functions.

The third conclusion is that data on human
errors åre difficult to find in the present data
basis. It is thus recommended that reported
faults åre checked by interviews of the test-
personnel in order to reveal "hidden" human
errors in the reports on technical malfunctions.
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3.2 The organization of test and
calibration

_ _ _ _ _Background

Human errors take place not only in a technical
but also in an organizational environment.
Causes of human errors could therefore be
attributed to an inadequate organisation of test
and calibration activities, to characteristics
of the maintenance personnel, or to the design
of equipraent.

For a better understanding of the overall
context of test and calibration a study was made
where a description of test and calibration
activities were made and where possible organiza-
tional causes for human errors was discussed
(NKA/LIT-1 (82)404) .

In the report it is pointed out that the most
important organizational factors åre:

the organization of work
the degree of training and motivation
the quality of manuals and documenta-
tion
routines
the technical design
feedback from previous tests

In the study test and calibration activities
åre analysed for two Swedish nuclear power
plants with reference to these factors.

Periodic tests performed on safety related
systems åre regulated by the Technical Safety
Requirements (STF) . Normally the tests åre made
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on components only and not on entire systems.
Before a test is carried out work permits åre
required. In order to make a test possible the
component must be taken out of operation or be
isolated during the test.

For some tests specific test equipment for
measuring and calibrating åre used. During the
tests the results from the tests and the
calibrations åre noted, in protocols.

These protocols åre checked afterwards by
persons specially assigned for this task and the
results åre reported .to the Nuclear Power
Inspectorate. After a test is finished the
component must be put back in to operation or
put back to the stand-by state. The report shows
that most test and calibration tasks follow this
general scheme and that many different persons
and responsible groups participate in the
overall test and calibration activity.

£e.§poiisibi_lity

One often neglected source of human errors is
the structure of responsibilities for different
parts of a test and calibration task. The study
shows that the following kinds of responsibili-
ties must be proper ly met.

the responsibility that test and cali-
bration åre initiated and organized

the responsibility for carrying out the
task
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the responsibility for the technical
systems (system and function)

the responsibility for the components

the responsibility for personnel safety
e. g. radiation, chemistry

the responsibility of a nuclear power
unit or a part of a unit ( e. g. Turbines)

the responsibility for reporting to the
Nuclear Power Inspectorate and/or other
authorities

In the report examples åre given of how the
division of responsibilities is made for a few
test and calibration tasks.

3. -2 -.2 _ _Te^st and al:ibrat_ion

Of vital importance for the test and calibration
is the primary standards against which the
portable calibration equipment is calibrated.

This is an important part of the test and
calibration chain where human errors cpuld cause
common mode failures in the safety systems.

The test and calibration task comprises the
following missions
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1 Preparation
2 Coordination with the control room
3 Isolation of components and application

of test equipment
4 Test and calibration
5 Removal of test equipment and resetting

tested systems
6 Reporting the results

In the study it is discussed where human errors
could affect the different stages in this
sequence.

3̂ 2̂ .3 Documentation

Every permanently installed measuring channel
has an individual record. This system of indivi-
dual records is used irrespectivly of which unit
in the organization has the responsibility.

This record keeps all information of relevance
for a particular measuring chain and for compo-
nents that åre part of that chain.

The records follow the individual components
even when they åre repaired or put back in some
other part of the plant.

3.2.4 A comparison of the test and calibra-
tion practices in Swedish and Finnish

_ _ _ _ _nuc].ear_power_pl:ant^ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

The recognition of the importance of organiza-
tional aspects of test and calibration activi-
ties was the basis for a comparative study of
current practice in Sweden and Finland.
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The results show more similarities than
differences. This is explained by the close
cooperation between the particular Finnish
Utility and Swedish utilities.

The role of the safety authorities seems to be
some what different in Finland and in Sweden. In
Sweden the responsibility for test and calibra-
tion is delegated to the Utility and regulated
by the Technical Safety Requirements. The
authority then checks that this responsibility
is properly met by the Utility.

In Finland the authority exercises a more direct
supervision and personnel from the Finnish
Centre for Radiation and Nuclear Safety is often
present during test and calibration.

3.2.5 Recommendations

From the studies of the organization of test and
calibration practices it is possible to make the
following recommendations with a certain degree
of confidence.

Since human errors can not be avoided altogether
it is recommended that a higher degree of
redundacy is built in to the test and
calibration procedure. This means in particular
that the practice for calibration of standards
and the dubbelchecking of the corresponding test
protocols should be verified so that human
errors would not pass undetected.

The use of manuals and instructions should also
be encouraged. At present many tasks åre
performed with no instructions at all.
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It is thus necessary to improve the present
instructions. Care must then be taken to use a
level of detail which is relevant for the
particular tasks.

3.3 The coverage of human errors by Proba-
bilistic Risk Assessment PRA and Risk

_______Management (RM)____________________

1-1-i _ _AS intecjrated_concep_t_oj: PRA and RM

Two principal methods exist for the control of
human as well as other kinds of risk contribu-
tions:

1. their pre-identification and elimination, as
far as possible, during the design of a human
task and in a pre-construction risk analysis

2. to reduce their probability improve or
counteract them when they occur in practice.

Obviously, the two principles should be brought
to support and supplement each other, resulting,
particularly for a nuclear power plant, in the
following approach:

The information provided by performing a Proba-
bilistic Risk Assessment (PRA) or an As-operated
Safety Analysis Report (ASAR) should be used as
reference for a closed-loop risk control or Risk
Management (RM) utilizing post-incident analysis
as means of feedback of operational experience,
see figure l.

This in theory provides a way of securing
completeness of a total risk control. The
underlying
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assumption, however, is that accidents not
covered by the risk analysis åre due to the
coincidence of several sub-events each of which
can be identified and controlled individually by
means of post-incident analysis. This assumption
which must be studied carefully appears to be
realistic owing to the "defense in depth" plant
design philosophy.



PRAi j'RpBABILISTIC RISK ANALYSIS

RISK ANALYSIS ———> ACCEPTED PISK

PRECONDITIONS: MODELS, DATA

ASSUMPTIONS ON
THE EXISTENCE
AND QUALITY OF:

INSTRUCTIONS, TPAINING
OA IN CONSTP.UCTION , MODIFICATION
MAINTENANCE, CALIBRATION
INSPECTION, TESTING
PLANNIHG, ADMIN., MANAGEMENT

COM-
PA-
RISON

———> AS REFERENCES FOR PLANT CONSTPUCTION

AS REFERENCES FOR RISK MANAGEMENT -̂ ^̂ ^

KM: RISK MANAGEMENT

IS THE CASE AND ITS FREQUENCY
COVEP.ED BY ACCEPTED RISK?

I ÅRE THE PRECONDITIONS
FULFILLED?

ÅRE THE ASSUMPTIONS
FULFILLED?

ANALYSIS OF
OPERATIONAL <-
EXPEP.IENCE

CORRECTIONS
IF NEEDED

REFERENCES SHOULD BE READILY ACCESSIBLE AND

APPLICABLE TO RM DECISION-MAKING, REQUIRING:

EXPLICIT DOCUMENTATION OF KHAT HAS BEEN

COVERED BY PRÅ:
WHAT HAS BEEN SEARCHED FOR
WHICH FIELD OF THE PLANT HAS BEEN SEARCHED

NEW METHODS OF PLANT DESCRIPTION IN

PUP.POSE/FUNCTION/EQUIPMENT RELATIONS

EXPLICIT MODELS, ASSUMPTIONS

ANALYSIS BY RM REQUIRES:

RM FAMILIARITY WITH METHODS IN PRA AND

POST-EVENT ANALYSIS

COMPATIBILITY OF SUCH METHODS

THE REAL PLANT AND
ITS OPERATION

Figure 1 The information provided by performing
a probabilistic risk assessment should
be used as reference for a closed-loop
risk control or risk management utili-
zing post-incident analysis as means of
feedback of operational experience.
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The above approach and its consequences particu-
larly for the PRA and its search strategies åre
discussed and analysed in (NKA/LIT-1(82)101).
Important consequences for the PRA documentation
and for the post-incident analysis åre indicated
in Figure l and will be discussed subsequently.

_3.3^ _ _FormaJ.ized sear£h_strateg_ie^

The use of the PRA, including its preconditions,
as a reference for RM, requires explicit and
user-oriented documentation of the PRA, including
preconditions, models and data sources. A
particular part of this formalization is documen-
tation of the coverage of the analysis and
search methods, i.e., what has been searched for
and which fields of the plant have been searched
must be known in order to evaluate operational
experience as a basis for RM decisions in the
feedback control. A well documented model and
description of the risk identification
strategies of the PRA åre necessary to decide
whether or not an individual occurrence falls
within the accepted risk and, thereby, it will
be possible to identify oversights or
operational problems which call for special
precautions. In this respect, documentation of
what has been covered is considered more
important than attempts to reach high theoreti-
cal degrees of completeness that will depend
upon the individual creativity of an analyst
and, therefore, will be susceptible to problems
with undefined boundaries.
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For the identification of human risk contribu-
tions and its integration into a total plant
PRA, the following procedure is assumed:

First a basic PRA is performed of the plant
technical systems. In this analysis åre included
only those human activities which åre formalized
in written work instructions and consequently
åre considered analyzable by formal analysis.

Next, as an augmentation of the basic PRA, an
analysis is performed in order to identify the
possible modifications of the content of the
basic PRA owing to errors during human activi-
ties in general. This analysis includes less
structured activities, and with the
possibility of affecting event propagation in
the following ways:

by significantly increasing the frequen-
cy of event chains

by altering the propagation structure

by introducing causal couplings between
otherwise independent events.

The above analyses åre assumed to provide
explicit documentation of the search strategies
and of the fields of search so as to form the
reference for a systematic risk management
through feedback from event report analysis.

A detailed discussion of this above proposed
formalized procedure including its possibilities
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of covering different types of human errors is
presented in (NKA/LIT-1(82)101) where also
proposals åre made for different types of search
strategies for identifying human risk
contributions. One strategy: Work Analysis, for
well-structured formalized activities, is
described subsequently.

3.3.3 Work Analysis: A method for well-struc-
_ _ _ _ _ture_d_human_a£tj-vi1td:e£ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Work Analysis is developed for well-defined
activities, e.g. test and calibration, and is a
formalized procedure for the pre-identification
of relevant human errors leading to a lack of
task result and/or to immediate effects not
covered by the lack of task result itself. The
method makes possible a systematic documentation
of analysis results such as the risk-related
intentions of reasons for the task design and/or
its modifications. Quantification of results can
be attempted if needed and if meaningful data
can be provided.

In the following the four main phases of WA will
be expounded, a detailed procedure is given in
(NKA/LIT-1(84)106).

a) Analysis of Task Sequence is made in order to
provide a description of the task as a basis for
subsequent error analysis. For the sake of
realistic coverage, acceptable alternative acts
such as short-cuts and "tricks of the tråde"
should be identified for inclusion into the
subsequent analysis, and accordingly
non-acceptable acts should at this stage be
eliminated by design or precautions against them
should be stated.
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b) Analysis of Task Reliability is concerned
only with the identification of error possibili-
ties affecting the task result. Criteria for the
task result to be acceptable should carefully be
defined and error recovery possibilities should
be identified.

For acts not covered by recovery and for acts in
relevant recovery activities, "error modes" åre
postulated and evaluated for their significance.
The error modes can be in terms of external acts
only or by also including postulated psychologi-
cal error mechansisms of the kinds given in the
description system for human malfunctions shown
in figure 2.
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Figure 2 Descript ion system for human m a l f u n c t i o n s
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The descriptiors in the four boxes in the bottom
of the figure enable the analyst

to have the chain of descriptors
connected with a conventional task
description given in equipment-oriented
terms

to postulate a causally ordered chain
of descriptors connecting an external
cause of the human malfunction with an
external manifestation of the effect of
the malfunction through two human-orien-
ted descriptors of a general, not
task-specific kind, and based upon such
chains, to generate relevant scenaria.

c) Analysis of Immediate Effects is a search for
error effects not related to the lack of task
result e.g. an effect in a different system
owing to mistaking a valve for a different valve
belonging to a different system. First, systems
or functions åre identified which can be affec-
ted by errors in the task under analysis by
applying search criteria such as closeness or
similarity. Error modes and possibly related
mechanisms åre postulated for each act of the
task and error effects found åre analyzed for
recovery and for risk significance.

d) Analysis of Task Disturbances, such as lack
of tools or spare parts, aims at identifying
risky consequences of improvized activities e.g.
in order to accomplish the task in spite of the
disturbance. Disturbance sources åre selected
and applied to acts without recovery and to
relevant recovery acts and the analyst looks for
probable alternatives or improvizations.
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3.3.4 Preliminary evaluation of coverage
_ _ _ _ _af_forded by_PRA_,_ RM_and_WA _ _ _ _

In order to get a preliminary indication of the
applicability of the concepts, including Work
Analysis, presented in the previous subsections,
cases from nuclear power plants were studied: 10
cases related to test and calibration (T&C) in
Swedish plants and described in detail
(NKA/LIT-1(83)406), 70 cases from American
Licensee Event Reports representing a wider
Spectrum of task types and, therefore, expected
to contribute supplementary information.

The study aimed at the following:

a) To get an indication of which typical
human errors could be expected to be
covered by established PRA methods and
which could not and, consequently,
should be controlled by RM.

b) To get an indication of the
applicability of two typical search
strategies: Work Analysis (WA), seeking
for significant human error effects,
internal or external to the task, and
Risk Analysis, which is typically
applied in a PRA when seeking for
significant causes of critical events,
in our case particularly human causes.

The study was reported in (NKA/LIT-1(84)104) and
a summary presented in (NKA/LIT-1(84)107).
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For the 10 Swedish cases the main results åre
summarized in the following. It should be
noticed that the number of cases is too small
for rendering any statistical evidence and any
qualitative indication is valid only for the
particular cases analysed.

A significant number of errors and deficiencies
was found in activities not directly related to
the actual T&C such as planning and administra-
tive activities: These åre not analyzable by
present predictive methods, but åre, covered in
a pre-construction PRA by assumption, not by
explicit analysis. Therefore they åre available,
for application of RM control and post-incident
analyses. A proposal (NKA/LIT-1(83)102) was made
for studying.the structure and contents of such
less-structured activities.

For activities directly related to T&C it was
found that they were or could be well-structured
and, consequently, could be subject to WA,
leading to the coverage of most of the simple
error effects including "immediate effects",

these being the dominating type of effect,
although they were not covered by conventional
predictive methods.

The analysis of the Swedish cases also served
for a useful trial application of the kind of
analysis needed in RM. It also demonstrated how
the analysis of even simple cases with low
potential risk can identify factors that could
be important ingredients in complex situations
with higher risk potential.

The results for the American cases did not
provide significant contributions.
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Conclusions

An Integrated use of Probabilistic Risk
Assessment and Risk Management could contribute
to improved coverage of risk.

Well documented search strategies åre a
necessary requirements in RM in order to make a
systematic use of event reports possible.

For the cases analyzed a significant number of
errors and deficiencies were found in planning
and administrative activities that is tasks
which cannot be covered by PRA and, therefore,
have to be covered by RM. Most T&C activities
åre or could be made well-structured and
consequently could be subject to Work Analysis:
I f this is done the results were judged to
render a promising predictive coverage.

For the cases analyzed it was felt that a
systematic post-incident analysis of human
errors would to be very useful in RM activities.

3.-3.-S. _ _T£ial_a£pl.ication_of^ Wo£k_Anal^sij>

In order to get a more realistic evaluation of
WA in predictive analysis the method was applied
to an actual T&C activity. This trial applica-
tion is reported in detail in (NKA/LIT-(84)408)
and summarized in the following.

The objectives of the assessment were:

To demonstrate the method by analysing
a selected test and calibration task.
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If possible, to identify classes of
human errors which cannot be identified
with the aid of the actual method.

To express opinions on the usefulness
of the method as a tool for risk
analysis in nuclear power plants.

The application and assessment of the search
strategy was, limited to cover only the main
execution part of the selected task.

Bases for analysis:

The activity selected for analysis was test and
calibration of differential pressure cells for
measuring the water level in the pressure vessel
of a nuclear power plant. A written instruction
described the main parts of the work procedure.
The detailed manual actions, however, were
performed by the maintenance technicians.
They were reconstructed by the analyst based on
interviews and observations of the actual task
execution. For the resulting task description a
computer-oriented language was adopted.

The WA procedure, including the use of error
mechanism descriptors, was applied as reported
in (NKA/LIT-1(84)408) and summarized in
subsection 3.3.3

Result and conclusions:

The general impression from the analysis of the
selected activity is that the procedure was well
established and thoroughly worked out. The
analysis indicated, however, that a large effort
may have to be spent on the reconstruction of
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procedures that åre not well-documented in
written instructions.

The Work Analysis search strategy as far as it
has been tested works well. However, the manual
effort for performing the analysis is quite
large, even for a rather small task.

Therefore, in order to keep the volume of the
analysis effort within reasonable bounds, the
analysis had to be restricted to the most urgent
tasks, i.e. those which were judged to contri-
bute the highest risk.

I£ information can be provided, it is in prin-
ciple possible to perform a more detailed
analysis for every step or subsequence in the
task in order to identify possible mechanisms
and causes of the human malfunction. However,
this must be done selectively, otherwise the
effort will be gargantuan.

Accordingly, it is felt that the search strategy
should be limited to support the identification
of primary errors. In principle it would be
possible to expand the prediction of human
errors also of secondary faults. As mentioned
above this type of expansion, when applied
generally, would involve large amounts of work.

In the general case a recovery point in a proce-
dure for the detection and correction of errors,
is related to one or a few error modes. This
implies that even if there åre "smaller" reco-
very points within a "recovery loop", there is a
possibility for an error of a certain mode to
pass unnoticed through a set of recovery points.
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These error modes must therefore be identified
and the consequences should be considered in the
risk analysis.

Recommendations:

It may be adviceable, once a written guide for
the use of the strategy is available, to perform
a systematic analysis of the existing procedures
for test and calibration of measurement and
alarm channels which åre parts of the protective
systems. With regard to the required effort the
analysis should start with those procedures that
contribute the highest risk.

Since work procedures, particularly those which
åre not documented, sometimes have a tendency to
change as time goes by, the survey of the
procedures should be performed periodically.

Obviously, the strategy is not limited to
procedures related to protective systems but can
also be applied to other procedures which may be
interesting in relation to availability or
because of economic reasons.

The strategy can also be used as a tool when
designing work procedures. Particular isolated
acts can be identified and entered into some
sort of recovery loop for reduction of the risk
contribution.

3.3.6 Guides for the application of Work
_ _ _ _ _Ana.ly£ij3 and posit^inci^dent an£ly_sd.s

The accumulated experience and results from the
previous project phases were collected in a
single report (NKA/LIT-1(84)106) for the purpose
of serving practical application.
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The report should be considered a guide for the
treating of human errors: for identifying
possibilities of occurrence when designing
well-structured human tasks and for improving
the situation when the tasks åre performed in
reality.

For these purposes a strong coupling between
predictive and retrospective analysis is emphas-
ized: In order to control human errors, post-in-
cident analysis of cases with human errors in a
given industrial plant should be performed as
means of feedback from reality in order to get
verification of the results of predictive
analysis and also as a general means of identi-
fying and improving such human errors which
cannot be expected covered by predictive ana-
lysis.

Primarily, the report addresses people with a
knowledge of the technical plant in question and
involved in the safety-oriented design and
improvement of human activities and without a
particular human factors background.

The report describes the procedures for post-
incident analysis and for Work Analysis, these
being based on a common description system for
human malfunctions. This system is explained and
so åre its underlying models and way of reasoning.

Also a word index is provided for supporting the
reader.

Conolusionj;

For the purpose of promoting immediate practical
application guides were written for the predic-
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tive and also retrospective analysis of human
risk contributions.

3.3.7 Summary of conclusions and
_ _ _ _ _recommendat_ions_ _ _ _ _ _

Summary conclusions:

The information provided by performing a Probabi-
listic Risk Assessment (PRA) or an As-operated
Safety Analysis Report (ASAR) is assumed to be
used as reference for a closed-loop risk control
or Risk Management (RM) utilizing post-incident
analysis as means of feedback of operational
experience.

Based on this concept a search strategy: Work
Analysis was proposed, developed, tested and
described in a guide. Work Analysis was deve-
loped for well-defined activities, e.g. test and
calibration. It is a formalized procedure for
the pre-identification of relevant human errors
that would lead to a lack of task result and/or
to immediate effects not covered by the lack of
task result itself. The method makes possible a
systematic documentation of analysis results
including the risk-related intentions of/reasons
for the task design and/or its modifications.

Also in the guide is described a post-incident
analysis procedure which will provide a syste-
matic description and documentation of incidents
involving human malfunctions, also in activities
not covered by PRA and, therefore, to be
controlled by RM. Thus, the post-incident
analysis makes possible the systematic feedback
for monitoring the quality of task performance.
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WA and the post-incident analysis procedure åre
based on a common description system which
enables the analyst

in post-incident analysis to identify a
causally ordered chain of descriptors
connecting an external cause of the
human malfunction with an external
manifestation of the effect of the
malfunction through two human-oriented
descriptors of a general, not task
specific, kind

in predictive analysis to postulate
relevant causally-ordered chains of the
same kind as above and to generate
relevant scenaria.

to connect the chain of descriptors
with a conventional task description
given in equipment-oriented terms.

Reconunendations:

As a means of improving completeness in plant
risk control, post-incident analysis of human
error cases should be applied consistently.
In a long-time perspective, this could provide a
systematic collection and classification of
information on human performance including
data for improving the quantitative assessment
of human risk contributions.

In order to facilitate (RM) decisions where to
apply RM to cover the risks of real occurences,
PRAs and ASARs should provide explicit documen-
tation of what has been covered by predictive
analysis and what is assumed to be covered by
RM.
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Possibilities of human errors should be
counteracted by methods like Work Analysis
already during the design of such activities
which, have a sufficiently well-defined
structure, to permit the use of such methods.

Recommended future R&D

For WA:

Investigation of the possibilities of interac-
tive computer aided support for the analyst.
Development of more detailed and precise
criteria for guiding the decision as to whether
a given task design is accessible to formal
analysis.

For less-structured activities:

Development of search strategies for the identi-
fication of such human interferences which can
affect the content of a PRA and åre not covered
by WA.

Investigation of whether certain less-structured
maintenance activities could, advantageously, be
well-structured, i.e., the balancing of, on the
one hånd, higher degree of formalization leading
to predictability and, on the other hånd, the
negative effects of such formalization.

Study of the contents and structure of
administrative and planning activities in order
to arrive at possible criteria for a reduced
risk of such activities.
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3.4 A case study of human errors influence
________on diesel generator failures_________

.?.•£• i _ _B^ckground

The diesel generator (DG) study (Mankamo, T &
Pulkkinen, U, 1982) , where the authors found a
high proportion of the critical failures to be
affected by human errors, was the starting point
for a specific study of human errors, in a case
study of human errors at the Loviisa nuclear
power plant in Finland (NKA/LIT-1(83)212). In
the diesel generator study it was noted that the
practice was to increase test frequency as a
respons to an increased failure frequency.
Increased test frequency did cause extra wear
and tear on the components and had adverse
effects on the motivation of the personnel.
Since the additional test also increased oppor-
tunities for human errors it became evident that
it was necessary to study failure mechanisms and
possibilities to decrease the rate of testing.
Therefore in this NKA/LIT study a qualitative
analysis of human errors in test and maintenance

of diesel generators was presented.

The methodological approach contained:

an analysis of the test and maintenance
activities

descriptive analysis of error data

a theoretical analysis of the parti-
cular test and maintenance case in the
Loviisa nuclear power plant.
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3.-1-! _ _Problems at_d_if frsr;ent_anal.y_tica_l l.evê s

In the study it was assumed that human errors
can be found at different analytical levels.

a the organisational level
b the task level
c the activity level

In order to assess root causes for human errors
it is necessary to consider all three levels.

At the organizational level the reliability of
the system depends on the ease of the
communication between the three functional
units:

testing maintenance

The problem is that errors often cannot be
detected at the place of their origin. The
communication between the three functions
contain typically conditions that offer "blind
spots" between the functions. To understand some
of the possible human errors in test and main-
tenance it is necessary to start the analysis
with the allocation of functions and check how
this will affect the contents of particular test
and maintenance tasks.
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At the task level feedback is important and
should be considered in relation to the task
structure. If a task is defined by its goal it
is possible to distinguish between primary and
secondary sub-tasks at the task level.

Primary sub-tasks åre directly related and
controlled by the goal of the task and for that
reason often also included in the work manuals.
Secondary sub-tasks åre necessary for a correct
completion of the task but åre not directly
related to the task goal. Omissions and errors
in secondary sub-tasks åre thus not controlled
by feedback at the task level. Secondary
sub-tasks åre sometimes also referred to as
"functionally unrelated acts" and represent a
high proportion of human errors in maintenance
tasks (LER reports).

At the activity control level the focus is on
the performance of sub-tasks which of course
also åre subject to errors. At this level the
analysis should focus on "clumsiness" errors and
mistakes in the activity regulation which åre
not due to the lack of goal related feed back
control.

In the study the usefulness of a multilevel
approach for human error analysis was demonstra-
ted and some important suggestions for further
studies were given.
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3.4.3.1 Method

The results in the diesel generator study
(Mankamo, T & Pulkkinen, U, 1982) based on 40
diesel generators in Sweden and Finland have
shown that 26% of critical failures

could be attributed to human errors in testing
and maintenance. These human error data were
further analysed in the present study.

A classification of errors was made where the
errors were divided in the categories:

faul.ty auxiliary activities

carelessness

faulty handling in testing

faulty handling in calibration

emissions of maintenance steps

An analysis of the consequences of the critical
testing and maintenance errors was also carried
out.

For the test and maintenance activities at the
Loviisa nuclear power plant separate descrip-
tions were prepared for the organizational
level, the task level and for the activity
level. Possible failure mechanisms for different
levels were then studied.
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3.4.3.2 Results

The results of the error analysis åre shown in
Table 1.

Table 1. Classification of errors in testing and
maintenance by the type of inadequacy.

Critical Non-critical All
failures failures failures

Faulty auxiliary activites

Carelessness 12

Faulty handling in
maintenance 10 14

Faulty handling in testing

Faulty handling in
calibration 15 18

Omissions of maintenance
steps

Total 17 37 54

The case study provided qualitative data and the
findings were discussed separately for the
assessment of the status of the dieselgenerators
and performance of test procedure.
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A_______Assessment of the status

The importance of the assessment task was
clearly demonstrated. The essential task was not
primarily to carry out the test procedure but to
collect the information that was needed to
evaluate the status of the diesel engine.

This conclusion is supported by some informal
organizational changes that had occured at the
nuclear power plant.

operation testing
maintenance and
repair

operation

testing

maintenance

0

r

j ____Jpat-ing in|
Itestirig 1

FRestora- r~ — ~" R
t ion f* — — "

.Heat. _ _i

Figure 3. Illustration of the interactions
between the functions and personnel
involved in ensuring DG availability.
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In faet an inofficial participation by maintenance
personnel took place during the testing of the
diesel generators, see Figurs 3. This indicates
that maintenance people want more information
from the tests than a simple pass-fail state-
ment. The test was seen as a diagnostic method
rather than an end result. A diagnostic attitude
towards the tests had developed based on the
recognition that even a series of successful
tests could step by step bring the diesel
generator closer to a failure. Se figure 4. For
the same reasons also "diesel diaries" were
kept.

result of the test
time dependent failure
mechanism

test test test test
"suCcess" "success" "success" "failure"

Figure 4. An illustration of the diagnostic
orientation towards testing.
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The classif ication of errors also supports the
conclusion that a major part of failures have a
latent and cumulative character. The category
"carelessness" refers to a lack of interest in
detecting symptoms that indicate a degraded
status of the diesel engine.

B ______ Performance ot the test procedure

Seeing the test as an information collecting
activity makes the following mistakes possible:

1 Overlookings of necessary and adequate
information

2 Failure to notice (e. q. in case of weak
symptoms)

3 Incorrect conclusions from available
(correct and effective) information

In the study it was argued that an increased
orientation toward status assessment in the
training and an improved test checklist would be
the way to overcome these kinds of mistakes.

3^4 Recommendations

The study demonstrated the need for information
of a qualitative character to support the
conventional statistical error analysis. It is
therefore recommended that error analysis
includes information about

l functional organisation of test and
maintenance activities
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2 subjective descriptions of test and
maintenance tasks by the test personal

3 features about the tasks that affect
the possibilities to have feedback
control of task performance

A qualitative case analysis should be performed
in human error analysis studies because better
understanding of failure mechanisms becomes
possible that way.

The value of a qualitative analysis is however•
entirely dependent on a firm and consistent
theoretical framework. More theoretical oriented
studies should therefore be done to increase the
explanatory power of data from future case
studies.
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4 GENERAL SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

Although many of the studies carried out in the
present NKA/LIT-1 projects have been limited in
scope some fairly wellfounded conclusions and
recommendations can be made.

Regarding the optimization of test intervals the
first and perhaps most important result is that
the present practice for calculating optimal
test intervals can be seriously questioned. The
reason is that the assumptions behind the models
for the calculations do not comply with the
actual test practice.

Since the present Technical Safety Requirements
(STF) for nuclear power plants åre based on
these calculations it is recommended that the
implications for the validity of the present
Technical Safety Requirements åre looked upon in
more detail.

The second result is that the present database
for reported faults does not contain sufficient
data for a reliability analysis. It is recommen-
ded that the database is improved in two prin-
cipal ways:

The first is to treat systems and components
separately so that test methods and test effec-
tiveness can be related to the demands on the
system functions. The second is to separate
human errors from technical malfunctions. In
order to achieve this it is recommended that the
reported faults åre checked by interviewing the
test personnel for human errors "hidden" in the
reports on technical malfunctions.
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The way in which test and calibration activities
åre organized is one important risk factor that
was identified in the NKA/LIT-1 projects. The
probability of human errors being detected was
shown to be a function of how the test and
calibration activities were organized. Since
human errors can not be avoided altogether it is
recommended that a higher degree of redundancy
is built into the test and calibration
procedures.

The studies also show that the use of manuals
should be encouraged. In order to achieve this
present instructions often need improvement.
Presently, in many cases instructions åre either
missing or åre irrelevant for the particular
tasks.

Another important result from the LIT-1 projects
was a demonstration of how data from Probability
Risk Assessment (PRA) or As-operated Safety
Analysis Reports (ASAR) can be used as reference
for a closed-loop risk control or Risk Management
(RM) activity by using post-incident analysis as
means of getting feedback from the operational
experience. For well-structured activities a
method; "Work-Analysis", was demonstrated as a
possible way of improve present PRAs in handling
the influence of human errors. These experiences
have been summarized in a guide. It is
recommended that a comprehensive conceptual
framework for risk analysis and risk management
is adopted if a high degree completness in plant
risk control shall be achieved. A common descrip-
tion system is necessary in order to apply human
error analysis techniques consistently. PRAs and
ASARs should aim at an explicit documentation of
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what has been covered by the predictive analysis
and what is left for Risk Management activities
to take care of. It is finally recommended that
the assumptions underlying the PRAs should be
documented in a way that makes it possible to
relate post-incident analysis results to these
assumptions.

The need for information of a qualitative
character to support the conventional statisti-
cal error analysis was demonstrated in a case
study of human errors in the test and maintenance
of diesel generators. It is recommended that
error analysis should include information about
(NKA/LIT-1(82)101) the functional organization
of test and maintenance activities by the test
personnel and (NKA/LIT-1(83)102) features about
the tasks that affect the possibilities to have
feedback control of task performance. A qualita-
tive analysis is felt to give a better under-
standing of the failure mechanisms.

Since the value of a qualitative analysis is
dependent on a consistent theoretical framework
future studies should be given a theoretical
emphasis in order to increase the explanatory
power of data from studies of human errors in
maintenance tasks.
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